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Abstract 
Winskel, G., A note on model checking the modal v-calculus, Theoretical Computer Science 83 
(1991) 157-167. 
This note presents a straightforward algorithm for checking whether or not a state of a labelled 
transition system satisfies an assertion in the modal u-calculus and p-calculus. The algorithm 
improves on those of Larsen, and Stirling and Walker in that its presentation lays bare the 
mechanism behind “local model checking”, and leads to a streamlined proof of the correctness 
and termination of the model-checking algorithm. 
Introduction 
Labelled transition systems are used in modelling parallel processes. In the work 
on Milner’s CCS a small modal logic called Hennessy-Milner logic has proved 
important in theoretical studies ([6, Chap. lo]). The expressiveness of Hennessy- 
Milner logic is too weak from a practical point of view however, and extending its 
assertions by recursive definitions is a simple way to increase its expressiveness 
dramatically [2]. This is one reason for a renewed interest in the modal p-calculus 
of Pratt and Kozen, with minimum fixed points [7,5] and its dual the modal 
v-calculus, with maximum fixed points. 
This work arose through trying to understand the work of Larsen [4], Stirling 
and Walker [8] on methods for deciding whether or not a state in a finite labelled 
transition system satisfies an assertion in the modal p-calculus and v-calculus. This 
enterprise has been described as “local model checking” by Stirling and Walker 
because their algorithm, and those of Larsen, take advantage of the fact that the 
goal is to establish whether or not a parhwlar state satisfies an assertion. This is in 
contrast to the work of Emerson and Lei [2]. Emerson and Lei’s treatment of 
recursive assertions is based on the observation that in a finite model the repeated 
unfoldings of a recursive definition must denote a stationary value from some finite 
stage onwards; the process of finding this stationary value is insensitive to the 
particular state of concern. 
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In his paper [4], Larsen showed how, in a sense, running his proof systems 
backwards provides a method to confirm that a process satisfies a recursive modal 
assertion. His restrictions are quite severe however. There are no negations in his 
language of assertions and his method works only when assertions use purely 
minimum fixed points or purely maximum fixed points and nesting of them is 
certainly disallowed. This restricts the applicability of Larsen’s work. The recent 
work of Walker and Stirling put this to rights. By including negation, one kind of 
fixed point operator, minimum or maximum, is definable in terms of the other. Their 
assertions include Hennessy-Milner logic with negations and maximum fixed points. 
Although equivalent to the modal p-calculus, they really work with a modal 
v-calculus. With respect to a finite model, they have a tableau method to decide 
whether or not a particular process satisfies an assertion. They have no restrictions 
on the kind of assertions they can check. A variant of the tableau method has been 
implemented by Cleaveland as part of the Edinburgh-Sussex Concurrency Work- 
bench [3]. 
This note presents a very straightforward model-checking algorithm. The algorithm 
simplifies those of Larsen in [4], and Stirling and Walker in [8] and is accompanied 
by new proofs of soundness and completeness. A key improvement is that the effect 
of the assumption lists in the proof systems of Larsen, and Stirling and Walker is 
achieved by labelling recursions in assertions by sets of states. The model-checking 
algorithm can then be presented more simply as a reduction relation on correctness 
assertions; the reduction can be coded directly as a recursive function to decide the 
truth of an assertion at a process. This presentation lays bare the mechanism which 
guarantees termination of the algorithm and streamlines the proof of its correctness. 
1. Maximum fixed points 
We start with a special case of Tarski’s theorem [9]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Tarski). Let E be a set. Let 4 : .9(E) + P(E) be a monotonic function, 
i.e. 
SGS’ * qb(S)c+(S’) 
for all S, SE P(E). Then C#I has a minimum jixed point @.4(S) and a maximum 
fixed point vS.C#J( S) given by 
@.+(S)=~{S’EEI+(S’)ES’}, 
&4(S) = u {S’C E 15% 4(S’)}. 
Say a subset S’ c E is a prejixed point of 4 if 4 (S’) G S’ and a postjixed point of 4 if 
SC 4(S’). Then @.4(S) is the least preJixed point and uS.C$(S) is the greatest 
postjixed point. 
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Thinking of E as a set of states the extension of an assertion on states will be a 
subset of E. The importance of Tarski’s theorem is that it shows that certain 
recursively defined assertions are sensible and gives techniques for reasoning about 
them. For example, the proof rules often given for reasoning about maximum fixed 
points have the form 
ef4S) G 4(zaNS)) 
S’r f#J(S’) 
S’s vS.#(S)’ 
expressing that z&4(S) is the greatest postfixed point. One problem with these 
proof rules is that they are not backwards sound; it may well be that S’ c z&d(S) 
without S’r 4(S’). 
Backwards sound proof rules can be based on the following, a key fact on which 
the model checker is based. 
Lemma 1.2 (reduction lemma). Let 4 be a monotonic function on 9?(E). For P G E 
PG vS.t$(S) e Ps 4(vS.(Pu 4(S))). 
Proof. “j” Assume PG &.4(S). Then 
Pu ~(vS.C$(S)) = Pu z&$(S) = vS.qh(S). 
Therefore Z&~(S) is a postfixed point of S H Puc$(S). As vS.(Pu~$(s)) is the 
greatest such postfixed point, 
VS.~(S) c vS.(Pu 4(S)). 
By monotonicity, 
VS.4(S) = +(KS.+(s)) z 4(vS.(Pu 4(S))). 
But PC vS.q6(S) so P_c 4(vS.(Pu 4(S))), as required. 
“W’ Assume PC +(vS.(Pu4(S))). As vS.(Pu~$(s)) is a fixed point of 
SHPU4(S), 
vS.(Pu 4(S)) = Pu C$(vS.(Pu 4(S))). 
Hence, by the assumption 
vS.(Pu 4(S)) = 4(vS.(Pu 4(S))), 
i.e. vS.( Pu 4(S)) is a fixed point, and so a postfixed point of 4. Therefore 
vS.(Pu 4(S))E vS.~(S) 
as z&.4(S) is thegreatest postfixedpoint. Clearly PC_ vS.(Pu 4(S)) so PG 64(S), 
as required. q 
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We are especially concerned with this lemma in the case where P is a singleton 
set {p}. In this case the theorem specializes to 
p E vS.6(S) e P E 6(rS({P]U 4(S))). 
For us vs.+(S) will be a property of processes expressed by a recursive assertion 
and a point, like p, a process. The equivalence says a process p satisfies a recursively 
defined property iff the process satisfies a certain kind of unfolding of the recursively 
defined property. The unfolding is unusual because into the body of the recursion 
we substitute not just the original recursive definition but instead a recursive 
definition in which the body is enlarged to contain p. As we shall see, there is a 
precise sense in which this small modification, p E +( zS.({p} u 4(S))), is easier to 
establish than p E &.4(S), thus providing a method for deciding the truth of 
recursively defined assertions at a process. The proof systems of [4] and [8] hinge 
on the same idea though, to my mind, in a rather disguised form. For example, 
Larsen’s proof system for maximum fixed points is essentially based on the back- 
wards-sound proof rules 
P E a{Plu 4(S)) 
P E 4da{Pl u 4(S))) 
JIE i&b(S) ’ 
though he uses sequents containing assumptions like p : S instead of process names 
in the assertions themselves. 
2. The modal v-calculus 
We wish to check assertions are true of processes (or states) of a labelled transition 
system (Proc, {+ 1 CY E labels}). Perhaps there are some basic properties of processes 
which we wish to keep track of. To cater for this we take a model to have the form 
(Proc, {+ 1 (Y E labels}, V), 
where V is a function from basic assertions a to the subsets V(a) G Proc of processes 
satisfying them. We assume the model is nonempty and finite, i.e. that Proc is a 
nonempty finite set. With respect to such a model we define the following language 
of assertions. 
where a is a basic assertion, (Y E labels, X E Var a set of variables, and r’= r,, . . . , r, 
is a finite, possibly empty, list of processes. We shall regard {J} as a finite, possibly 
empty, set. A syntactic restriction is placed on the formation of vX{?}A so that A 
determines a monotonic function according to the semantics, presented shortly: 
every free occurrence of X in A should be under an even number of negations. A 
conventional maximum fixed point vX.A can be taken to abbreviate vX{ }A. 
Although we have chosen to base the assertion language on maximum fixed points, 
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minimum fixed points can be derived; a minimum fixed point pX.A can be defined 
as lvX.lA[lX/X]. The assertion A[lX/X] is like A but with 1X substituted 
for every free occurrence of X. In general A[B/X] is the assertion resulting from 
substituting B for every free occurrence of X, taking care that no free variables in 
B become bound in A by renaming bound variables. Fortunately, from now on we 
shall only deal with substitutions A[B/X] in which B is closed, and so avoid the 
awkwardness with accidental binding of free variables. Later we shall use FV(A) 
to mean the set of free variables of A. The set of assertions in general we write as 
Assn, and the set of closed assertions is written as AssnC. 
An environment is a function p : Var --+ CF’(Proc). For an environment p, variable 
X and subset S E Proc we use p[ S/ X] to mean p updated to have value S at X, i.e. 
{ 
p(Y) P[sIw(y)= s if Y*X, 
if Y=X. 
The denotation [IAl of an assertion A is a function from environments to subsets 
of Proc such that: 
UUDP = V(a) 
[ T]p = Proc, IIFIP = 0, 
h%=Proc\U4lp, 
UA,~A,llp=UAoIlpnUA,llp, 
uwP= P(X), 
Thus the denotation of [vX{r’}Ajp is the maximum fixed point of the function 
In particular vX{ }A denotes the maximum fixed point vS.([Anp[S/X]) with respect 
to an environment p. If we were to include basic assertions corresponding to states, 
i.e. for a process p we have an assertion p^ such that [[ClJp = {p} then we could write 
vX{r,, . . . , r,,}A as vX.(?, v. . . v P, v A). We do not make processes into assertions 
in this way because the generality is not needed and it would complicate the definition 
of a well-founded relation on assertions, important for the proof of soundness and 
completeness of the model checker. 
For examples and details of the expressiveness of the v-calculus we refer the 
reader to [2], [4], [8] and [lo]. 
We mention a technical lemma to do with substitutions which will be of use later. 
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Lemma 2.1 (substitution lemma). For B a closed assertion, X a variable, A an assertion 
we have 
Proof. This is proved to hold for all assertions A by a routine structural induction 
on A. 0 
We are interested in establishing an algorithm to decide efficiently whether or not 
a process p satisfies a closed assertion A. In other words, we wish to determine 
whether p E [[Alp is true or false, for an arbitrary environment p; the environment 
p cannot affect the denotation [Alp of a closed assertion A. 
Definition 2.2. Define a correctness assertion to be a pair p t- A where p E Proc and 
A E AssnC. Let p be an arbitrary environment. For a correctness assertion p t A, define 
The algorithm will be presented in the form of reduction rules involving logical 
combinations of correctness assertions. Ultimately, the reduction works on primitive 
operations on truth values, the notation for which is defined now. 
Notation 2.3. Write T for the set of truth values {true, false}. Write lT for the 
operation of negation on T; thus lT (true) = false and lT (false) = true. Write /\T 
for the operation of binary conjunction on T; thus t,, A~ t, is true if both to and t, 
are true and false otherwise. Write v T for the operation of binary disjunction; thus 
to v T t, is true if either to or t, is true and false otherwise. It is convenient to have 
disjunctions of finite sets. Let I be a finite set indexing truth values { ti 1 i E I}. The 
disjunction w T{ tj 1 i E I} is true if tj is true for some i E I and false otherwise. 
The heart of the reduction of a correctness assertion to a truth value is contained 
in the next lemma which expresses equalities between the truth values of correctness 
assertions. (That something is indeed reduced in passing from the left to the 
right-hand side of (vi)(b), so ensuring termination of the reduction, will be demon- 
strated in the next section.) 
Lemma 2.4. Let p E Proc. For closed assertions A, AO, A, and assertion B such that 
FV(B) s {X} we have: 
(i) [p k Tj = true, ([p k F] =false, 
(ii) [[p k iAj = iT[p t- A], 
(iii) U~~A,~A,~=U~CA~~ATUP~A,~, 
(iv) Up~&vA,l=Up~&l! vTUp+AA 
(v) UpE (a>All= WUq~.4 IP%l4), 
(vi) (a) [p k vX{r’}B] = true ifp E {?}, 
(b) [[p t- vX{?}B] =[p + B[vX{p, +}B/X]j ifpE{(r’}. 
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Proof. Parts (i)-(v) are obvious from the definitions. We only show (vi). 
(a) Suppose p E { 7). By definition 
foranarbitraryp.Thus{r’}c[[vX{r’}B~p.Sop~~vX{~}‘)B~pmaking[[p~ vX{i}Bn= 
true. 
(b) Supposep E { 7). Let p be an arbitrary environment. Define 4(S) = [Bjp[S/X] 
for S G Proc. Then [vX{ r’}Bnp = VS. ({T} u 4(S)) by definition. We obtain the follow- 
ing chain of equivalences: 
[p F vx{r]Bj = true 
iff PE uvx{r'p3np 
iff {p}G VS. ({T}u4(S)) 
iff {p}~ {?}u 4(vS. ({p, ?}u 4(S))) by Lemma 1.2 
iff P E 44~s. ({p, t?u 4(S))) as p @ it) 
iff p E [B]p[ vS.({p, ?}u [BI]p[S/X])/X] from the definition of 4 
iff p E [[Bnp[[vX{p, r’}B]p/X] from the definition of [vX{t}Bn 
iff p~[B[vX{p, t})B/X]np by Lemma 2.1 
iff [p t B[ vX{p, r'pjxln = true. 
Thus [[pt vX{r’}Bj=true iff [p~B[vX{p, ?}B/X]n=true, if p@(f). As [[p+All 
has value true or false for any closed assertion A, this implies (b). 0 
2.1. The model checker 
The last lemma suggests a reduction strategy for settling whether or not a process 
p satisfies a closed assertion A. With respect to the model (Proc, {+ 1 CY E Labels}, V) 
we mimic the equations of the lemma by the following reduction rules: 
(pta)*true ifpEV(a), 
(p t a)+ false if pb? V(u), 
(pt T)+true, 
(p F F) + false, 
(P t- 1B) - l(P E B), 
(p~Ao~i,)~(p~A,)~(p~A,), 
(p t A,v A,) + (P k A,) v (P + A,), 
(p+(a)B)+ Wbl~~IP+ll, 
(p+ vX{r’}B)--+true ifpE{?}, 
(pi-X{i}B)-,(p~B[vX{p,r}B/X]) ifprZ{i]. 
A full set of reduction rules will also include rules specifying the evaluation of the 
boolean expressions built out of correctness assertions using 1, A, v and W. To 
cover the range of different methods of evaluation of such boolean expressions we 
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merely stipulate that the rules have the following properties: 
l For negations: 
l For conjunctions: If b, -+* to and b, +* t, and t,, t, E T then 
VteT. (bOAb,+*t e tohTt,=t). 
l For disjunctions: If b, +* to and b, +* t, and to, t, E T then 
VtET. (bOvb,+*t e &vTtl=t). 
l For disjunctions of sets: If Vi E I. (bi --+* tj and ti E T) then 
Vte T W{biliEI}+* t e WT{tiIiEI}=t. 
Certainly, any sensible rules for the evaluation of boolean expressions will have the 
properties above, whether the evaluation proceeds in a left-to-right, right-to-left or 
parallel fashion. Under these assumptions the reduction rules are sound and com- 
plete in the sense of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let p E Proc and A be a closed assertion. For any truth value t E T, 
(PEA)-** t i# [p+Al=t. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by well-founded induction on assertions with the relation 
A’ < A iff A’ is a proper subassertion of A 
or A, A’ have the form 
A= vX{r’}B and A’= vX{p, i}B with pE{i}. 
As Proc is a finite set, the relation < is well-founded. 
We are interested in showing the property 
Q(A) edef tlpEProcVtET. [(ptA)+*t @ [pkA]=t] 
holds for all closed assertions A. The proof however requires us to extend the 
property Q to assertions A with free variables FV(A), which we do in the following 
way. For A E Assn, 
Q+(A) edef VO: FV(A) + AssnC. [(VX E FV(A).Q(O(X))) 3 Q(A[O])]. 
Notice that when A is closed Q+(A) is logically equivalent to Q(A). 
We show Q*(A) holds for all assertions A by well-founded induction on i. To 
this end let A be an assertion such that Q’(A’) for all assertions A’ < A. We are 
required to show it follows that Q+(A). So we let 8: FV(A)+Assn’ with VX E 
FV(A).Q(O(X)) and show Q(A[O]) for all the possible forms of A. 
A= a: In the case where A= a, a basic assertion, we have A[B] = a and 
(pEaa)+* t CJ [pkaj=t 
for all p E Proc, t E T Hence Q(A[O]). 
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A = T: In this case, A[ e] = T, and 
for all p E Proc, t E T. Hence Q(A[ e]) in this case. 
A = F: In this case, A[ e] = F, and 
(P+F)+* t e false= t 
e [pEFl=t 
for all p E Proc, t E T. Hence Q(A[ e]). 
A = 1B: In this case A[ e] = l(B[ e]). As B -C A we have Q+(B), so Q(B). Letting 
p E Proc, t E T we have: 
(P t- l(Nel) +* t e l(pEB[e])+* t 
= (P k B[Ol) +* lT t by the property assumed of 
evaluation for negations 
Hence Q(A[e]) in this case. 
A = A,, A A, : In this case A[ e] = Ao[e] A A,[ 01. Let p E Proc. Let [p + A,[ e]g = to 
and I[p t A,[e]n = t,. As A,-cA and A, -CA we have Q+(A,) and Q+(A,). Thus 
Q(A,[e]) and Q(Al[O]), so (p t-AJe])-+* to and (p t- A,[el)-* t,. Now, for 
tE T, 
(P t- (A,[4 A AdelI) -+* t e (P I- MeI) A (P t- A,[el) +* t 
CA t,, A T t, = t by the property assumed for 
the evaluation of conjunc- 
tions 
@ IP t &[e]n AT. UP + Ade]n = t 
e [pkAA,[e]AA,[e]n=t. 
Hence Q(A[O]) in this case. 
A = A,, v A, : In this case A[ e] = A,[ e] v A,[ e]. As A0 -c A and A, i A we have 
Q(AJ 01) and Q(A,[ 01). Let p E Proc. Letting [p k AJell = to and Up k A,[ e]n = t, , 
we obtain (p + A,[e]) +* t,, and (p k A,[e]) +* t, . Now, for t E T, 
(P k (&[a” ALeI)) +* t e (P + &[eI) v (P E AdelI +* f 
ti to v T t, = t by the property assumed for 
the evaluation of disjunctions 
e uPtA,[einv7uptAlrein=t 
e upt- A,[e]vA,[e]n=t. 
Hence Q(A[e]) in this case. 
A = (a)B: In this case A[ 01 = (a)(B[ e]). Let p E Proc. For all q such that p + q 
let [q E B[e]g = ty. As B i A we have Q(B[O]) and thus (q I- B[O]) +* t, for all q 
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such that p + q. Now, for t E T, 
(P i- (~XB[fm) +* t e Wusi-qmlP~q~-*t 
e W&I P + q} = t by the property assumed for 
the evaluation of disjunctions 
= W&~mmIP~d=t 
e UP t (~)(@ml= t- 
Hence Q(A[O]) in this case. 
A = X: In this case, when A is a variable the Q( A[ 01) holds trivially. 
A = vX{ ?}B: In this case A[ 01 = vX{ ?}( B[ f3]). Let p E Proc. Either p E {i} or not. 
If p E {i} then 
(pk uX{i}(B[B]))--+* t e true= t 
e [p t vX{?}(B[B])~ = t 
forany tET. 
Otherwise p & { ?}. Then vX{ p, i}B < A, so Q( vX{ p, i}(B[ e])). Define 
0’ : FV( B) -+ AssnC by 
ef( Y) = 1 et y) if Y+X, vX{p, ;}(B[e]) if Y= X, 
for YE FV( B). Certainly V YE FV(B).Q( e’( Y)). As B < A we have Q+(B). Hence 
Q( B[ 0’1). But B[ 0’1~ (B[ 0])[ vX{ p, F}( B[ e])/X]. Thus from the reduction rules, 
Hence, whether p E { 7) or not, Q(A[ 01) in this case. 
In every case determined by the form of A we have shown Q(A[O]). It follows 
that VA E Assn. (VB < A.Q+( B))J Q’(A). By well-founded induction we conclude 
Q+(A) for all assertions A, and in particular Q(A) for all closed assertions A. q 
As a corollary we obtain the termination of the algorithm on all correctness 
assertions. In particular the evaluation of boolean expressions in standard ML or 
Miranda have the properties we require for the theorem to hold, and in these 
languages it is straightforward to write a function which evaluates according to the 
reduction rules, and thus obtain a working model checker. Of course, it is not tuned 
for efficiency and, beyond some keeping-track of the states visited, makes no 
optimizations. Some discussion of suitable optimizations and the comparison with 
other algorithms can be found in [l]. In particular, [l] shows that the approach of 
“local model checking” does not directly improve on the asymptotic complexity of 
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the algorithm in [2]. However, this is in the worst cases; the algorithm of [2] finds 
all the states that satisfy an assertion, which is often unnecessary in determining 
whether or not a particular state does and can be avoided with the approach of 
“local model checking”. 
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